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Abstract

Transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) has, in certain clinical situations, become an almost universal monitor and diagnostic tool. In the perioperative environment, TOE is frequently used to guide anaesthetic management and assist with surgical decision making for, but not limited to, cardiothoracic, major vascular and transplant operations. The use of TOE is not limited to the theatre environment being frequently used in outpatient clinics, emergency departments and intensive care settings. Two case reports, one of oesophageal perforation and another of TOE utilization in a patient having previously undergone an oesophagectomy, introduce the need for care while using TOE and highlight the need for vigilance. The safe use of TOE, the potential complications and the suggested contra-indications are then considered together with suggestions for improving the safety of TOE in adult and paediatric patients.

Introduction

Transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) has become an integral tool in both diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, providing real-time images of the heart via the oesophagus (1, 2, 3, 4). TOE provides unobstructed views of both cardiac structures and the great vessels. Improvements in both transducer technology and software has allowed for better image quality and greater computing power.

The use of TOE as an intraoperative monitor and diagnostic tool has become routine in most cardiac, aortic, major vascular and transplant operations, being used to aid anaesthetic management as well as assist surgical decision making (5). In addition to the perioperative environment, it is increasingly being used in the Outpatient Department, Emergency Department and Intensive Care settings (5, 6, 7, 8, 9). TOE as a tool is proven in the diagnostic management of infective endocarditis, atrial thrombi, aortic dissection and assessment of valvular dysfunction (10, 11, 12, 13, 14).

The majority of safety recommendations and warnings surrounding the use of TOE are derived from observational studies and case reports with a limited number of randomized control trials. We present two case reports and a discussion on the utility, safety and potential complications of TOE use. The first case is that of oesophageal perforation from the TOE probe in a patient with an undiagnosed hiatus hernia and the second involves the use of TOE in a patient with an oesophagectomy presenting for mitral valve surgery.
Case 1: TOE causing oesophageal perforation

A 65-year-old male, presented with crescendo angina on minimal exertion and was diagnosed with a non-ST elevation myocardial infarction. He had a background history of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), ischaemic heart disease with a previous myocardial infarction 11 years prior, hypercholesterolaemia, hypertension and a long-standing history of smoking.

A preoperative transthoracic echo (TTE) revealed left ventricular hypertrophy with an ejection fraction of 75%, no mitral or aortic valve abnormalities and trivial tricuspid regurgitation. He was scheduled for a coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) procedure 5 days after his initial presentation. TOE is used routinely at our institution for all cardiac procedures as part of routine monitoring and patients are consented for its use.

The procedure was complicated surgically by poor targets for revascularization leading to a longer-than-expected case. Following an apparently easy and what was described as an atraumatic placement of the TOE probe, the anaesthetist had difficulty obtaining clear TOE images. The transgastric views in particular were noted as being unusual and a second cardiac anaesthetist was called on for assistance. The TOE probe was removed and reinserted presumably in an attempt to improve image quality and exclude any previously undetected damage on the TOE probe transducer that could explain the poor image quality. On removal of the probe, it was noted that there was fresh blood on the probe and further blood was suctioned from the pharynx. On reinsertion, it was still not possible to obtain good-quality views and the transgastric views in particular were still noted to be abnormal.

After the initial attempt post revascularization to separate from cardiopulmonary bypass failed, the decision was made to go back on to bypass to initiate further cardiac support. The patient stabilized after insertion of an intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) and initiation of 0.1 µg/kg/min of adrenaline for transfer to the intensive care unit (ICU) post-operatively. Total theatre time was more than 9 h. On arrival in ICU, the attending anaesthetist noted their concerns regarding the problems with obtaining TOE images and the possibility of oesophageal injury.

The patient was taken back to theatre later that night for a re-exploration and a clot was discovered and removed from the chest. He required further blood and products post-operatively with an increased adrenaline requirement on return to ICU. The diagnosis of oesophageal perforation was made the next morning following a failed attempt at nasogastric tube (NGT) placement and after appropriate further investigation. A gastroscopy performed in the ICU revealed an undiagnosed hiatus hernia and an oesophagogastric perforation.

The oesophagogastric perforation was initially managed conservatively with the placement of a covered gastric stent. Unfortunately, the patient became septic after a few days and developed a ventilator-acquired pneumonia, most likely due to the ongoing free reflux post stent placement. A follow-up chest CT scan revealed that a collection had developed around the perforation. Thirteen days post CABG, he returned to theatre for a thoracotomy and drainage of the peri-oesophageal collection.

The patient’s time in ICU continued to be complicated as he developed a right hemiparesis, required ongoing inotropic support, failed attempts at extubation and remained dependent on the IABP support. His pneumonia continued to worsen with ongoing subclinical aspirations. Despite drainage of the peri-oesophageal collection, he developed worsening sepsis and passed away in ICU on day 25 post surgery.

This case highlights the potentially devastating consequences of an oesophageal perforation following the use of TOE. The inability to obtain clear TOE images (transgastric in particular), and the presence of fresh blood on removal of the TOE probe, should alert the clinician to a potential oesophageal perforation as part of their differential diagnosis. In this case, the undiagnosed hernia may have further contributed to the difficulty obtaining good TOE images. In addition to pre-existing patient risk factors, as discussed below, excessive TOE probe manipulation and the need for a prolonged period of cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) are further risk factors for TOE-associated oesophageal perforation. Despite the prompt diagnosis of oesophageal perforation and the institution of appropriate management, the associated risks of oesophageal perforation are brought to the attention of the reader. In this case, despite the early diagnosis, the patient unfortunately did not recover after surgery.

Case 2: TOE in a patient with previous oesophagectomy

An active 67-year-old male presented with recent onset of impaired effort tolerance, dyspnnoea, orthopnea and paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnnoea. His previous medical history included an oesophagectomy and left upper
lobectomy via left thoracotomy for oesophageal cancer 6 years prior to this presentation. Post oesophagectomy, a surveillance gastroscopy was done with successful dilation of a stricture. There was no history of severe reflux or excessive symptoms of gastrointestinal inflammation. The patient was a retired cardiologist from the same institution, and he gave full consent for his case to be reported.

Cardiac examination and transthoracic echocardiography diagnosed severe mitral valve regurgitation (MR) because of prolapse of his posterior mitral valve leaflet. A mutual cardiology and surgical decision was made to proceed with a minimally invasive mitral valve repair procedure via right-side minithoracotomy, performed by a surgeon experienced in this technique.

There was a strong team feeling that the patient would benefit from an intraoperative TOE to guide surgical management and intraoperatively confirm a successful procedure. Careful and critical consideration was given to the risks and benefits of TOE probe placement and manipulation in this patient in light of his previous surgical history. All surgical discussions included the thoracic surgeon who performed this patient’s lobectomy and oesophagectomy procedures. Opinion was that because the oesophagus was removed and part of the stomach, with its larger lumen, was in the patient’s thorax this would simplify TOE probe placement and make it atraumatic. A gastroscopy was not performed prior to surgery although it is acknowledged that this may have guided the risk of TOE placement. The patient and his close relatives were well informed of all risks and were included in discussions throughout the surgical planning stages. Informed written consent for surgery, anaesthesia and TOE was obtained. While epicardial echocardiography may have been helpful with the intraoperative management, the surgical and anaesthetic teams both felt that the images from epicardial echocardiography would not have been able to provide the same degree of continuous detail that was obtainable through the use of TOE.

After induction of anaesthesia, the patient remained hemodynamically stable. The 3D TOE transducer (Vivid E9) was placed carefully without any difficulty. There was no resistance to either its placement or manipulation. Interesting and unfamiliar TOE views were observed, with no clear mid-oesophageal views obtainable. The usual upper oesophageal short- and long-axis views of the big vessels were observed. When the transducer was advanced from there, it would go straight into hybrid transgastric short- and long-axis views (Figs 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).

These views were noted to be at unusual angles due to the displaced cardiac anatomy from previous thoracic surgeries.

The mitral valve was carefully assessed before and after CPB. The preoperative examination confirmed severe MR because of prolapse of the posterior mitral valve leaflet. A flail posterior leaflet P2 scallop (Figs 1 and 2), due to chordae tendineae rupture (Figs 3 and 4), was clearly demonstrated. There was a severe eccentric regurgitant jet present, going into an anterior direction (Fig. 6). Severity was confirmed by demonstrating systolic flow reversal in the pulmonary veins (Fig. 5), and a vena contracta of more than 7 mm diameter. Ventricular systolic function was
preserved with only moderate pulmonary regurgitation present (Fig. 7). A small left atrium indicated fairly acute/recent chordal rupture and MR.

The mitral valve procedure was uneventful and completed in a minimally invasive videoscope-assisted fashion via a right-side minithoracotomy. The mitral valve was repaired with two artificial Goretex chordae and a size 32 annuloplasty ring. The patient was separated from CPB without problems, on minimal inotropic support, and after heparin reversal, the minithoracotomy incisions were closed. TOE confirmed a successful repair with no residual regurgitation under normal loading conditions.

The valve was competent with no pathological pressure gradient/drop across it. The annuloplasty ring was well seated. The TOE transducer was removed in the operating theatre and inspected for blood or signs of bleeding, neither of which was observed.

After the patient woke up in ICU a few hours post surgery, and his airway was extubated, a careful history and communication showed no evidence of injury to the patient’s neo-oesophagus/upper gastrointestinal system. The patient started to take small sips of clear fluids a few hours post surgery and soon after that soft food, without any complications. The patient was discharged from hospital after 5 days and intermittently followed up.
over the next month, with no indication of any further cardiac, thoracic or upper gastrointestinal complications.

This case highlights the importance that when indicated, a TOE examination is possible in a patient with a previous oesophagectomy or oesophago-gastrectomy. It is important to always consider the risk–benefit ratio of TOE in this subgroup of patients. This is particularly relevant when TOE is crucial to a successful outcome, such as in this case of surgical mitral valve repair. Similarly in any other situation where TOE may be lifesaving, its use should be critically considered where potential contra-indications exist. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report in which TOE has been done in a patient after a previous oesophagectomy. See accompanying figures (Figs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7) and video clips (Videos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6).
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### Contra-indications to TOE
According to the ‘Practice Guidelines for Perioperative Transoesophageal Echocardiography’ published by the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA), there is insufficient literature evidence to determine whether there should be prescribed absolute contra-indications to the use of TOE (15). It is however suggested and widely held by consultants and members of the ASA that the following four conditions may be regarded as potential contra-indications to the use of TOE: (1) Pre-existing gastro-oesophageal pathology e.g. stricture, trauma, diverticulum, tumour, (2) tracheo-oesophageal fistula, (3) recent upper gastrointestinal surgery and (4) oesophagectomy or oesophagogastrectomy (5). A greater number of relative contra-indications exist (Table 1), and there appears to be agreement upon these in the literature (5, 15, 16). The authors suggest that due to a
lack of consensus in the published literature, together with disagreement between experts and opinion leaders as to what constitutes an absolute contra-indication to TOE, that all contra-indications should rather be viewed as relative and evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Where concern exists regarding the presence of a potential risk factor when using TOE, we suggest that a discussion is held between all parties involved. This discussion should include the patient and/or family where possible, prior to undertaking the TOE examination.

### Complications associated with TOE

The use of TOE is generally considered to be safe, with the benefits and information derived outweighing the risks associated with this tool. TOE is however not without potential complications. The most devastating complication is undoubtedly oesophageal perforation, suggested to occur in 0.01–0.09% of cases dependent on the underlying patient risk factors present (17, 18). A task force created to investigate complications associated with perioperative TOE, suggest an incidence of <3% dependent on the specific complication (15). It is suggested that TOE is comparable to routine upper gastrointestinal (UGI) endoscopy in terms of safety profile, with UGI Endoscopy shown to have a complication rate of 0.08–0.13% and mortality rate of 0.004% (16, 17, 19, 20, 21).

Complications related to the use of TOE can be broadly divided into minor traumatic injuries, often related to the insertion of the TOE probe, and broader more complex injuries with considerably greater morbidity. Minor traumatic injuries that may occur from the use of TOE are listed in Table 2.

The risk of dental trauma is a concern for practitioners when performing TOE with an incidence of 0.03–0.1% reported in the literature (15, 16). This risk is logically increased in patients with poor dentition and those with identifiably loose teeth. Documentation of loose teeth, caps or crowns and a discussion of the risk of dental damage with patients prior to the procedure is always important. The use of a disposable single use ‘gum-guard’ and/or mouthpiece may decrease the risk of dental damage in these patients. These protective devices should be placed before any sedation is administered for the procedure, adding to patient comfort and decreasing both the risk of damaging teeth and the TOE probe. Documentation of any dental injury should be made at the end of the procedure. Equally important is the documentation of no visible identifiable injury and confirmation that any tooth identified as being loose pre-procedure has remained in place.

### Gastro-oesophageal perforation

Gastro-oesophageal perforation is the complication most likely associated with the greatest degree of morbidity and mortality from the use of TOE (5, 17, 22). It appears from the literature that the exact incidence of gastro-oesophageal perforation is unknown and can vary from as low as 0.01% up to as high as 2.2% (16, 18, 23, 24). Fortunately from larger series studies, it appears that this complication is rare, with as stated above an incidence of 0.01–0.09% (17, 18, 23). This translates to 1–9 perforations per 10,000 TOE studies.

Pre-existing gastro-oesophageal pathology, abnormal anatomy and multiple attempts at probe insertion all appear to increase the risk of perforation (25, 26, 27). Other possible, but as of yet unproven, risk factors for perforation are listed in Table 3.

Although the presence of a pre-existing symptomatic hiatal hernia or pharyngeal pouch are both recognised as potential risk factors for oesophageal perforation,
The practice guidelines for TOE utilisation indicate that there is disagreement amongst members and consultants as to whether these conditions should be viewed as an absolute contra-indication to TOE use (15). Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy may be considered for patients with known risk factors (like previous oesophageal surgery) to identify features that may preclude a subsequent TOE examination, for example the presence of a residual stricture/narrowing as these may alter management (28).

**Anatomy of oesophageal perforation**

The area of the oesophagus most frequently perforated depends largely on whether the TOE is performed in an operative or non-operative setting. The majority of operative TOE associated oesophageal perforations occur in the thoraco-abdominal oesophagus (27). Non-operative TOE perforation is more likely to occur in the cervico-pharyngeal segments of the oesophagus and is related to the insertion of the TOE probe in a patient with largely intact gag reflexes and essentially normal muscle tone (24).

**Mechanism of perforation**

The most likely reason for a gastro-oesophageal perforation is due to direct mechanical trauma related to probe size selection, insertion and/or manipulation once inserted (16). Indirect mechanical trauma has also been described in a case report, as a reason for oesophageal perforation (22). Presumably compression of susceptible tissues at the probe-mucosal interface results in pressure necrosis and resultant perforation (29, 30).

Thermal injury has been suggested as another mechanism for gastro-oesophageal perforation. Thermal energy generated by the piezo-electric crystal at the probe tip is transferred to susceptible, presumably severely atherosclerotic tissue within a compromised circulation. The resultant tissue heating ultimately leads to perforation (22). It must however be noted that this model of perforation has never been demonstrated in animal studies (31), and it is thought that the presence of severe atherosclerosis is a prerequisite for this thermal effect to occur.

The suggested mechanisms of operative perforation include prolonged probe tip contact with the oesophageal mucosa and probe manipulation through maximal anterograde flexion of the probe tip to obtain a short-axis (SAX) view through the left and right ventricles (32). With respect to the mechanism of prolonged contact, the low perfusion states of tissues during CPB in particular predisposes to ischaemia and subsequent tissue necrosis (27). Anterograde probe flexion results in a very localized pressure point in the oesophagus, or at the gastro-oesophageal junction, increasing the risk of hypoperfusion and subsequent tissue disruption. Intraoperatively, when the probe is not being used to obtain views, it is recommended that the user pull it back into the cervical oesophagus. Furthermore, limiting the number of attempts at obtaining SAX views decreases the risk of anterograde flexion perforation (27). Depth manipulation in the oesophagus, as well as rotational manipulation of the transducer should be minimized and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Minor injuries associated with TOE.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site of injury</td>
<td>Injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Lip bruising and laceration, tongue laceration and minor swelling, dental chipping, dental loosening, denture displacement, hoarseness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oesophagus</td>
<td>Minor laceration, odynophagia, Mallory-Weiss with limited gastrointestinal bleeding only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric</td>
<td>Minor laceration with limited gastrointestinal bleeding only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>Self-limiting arrhythmia without haemodynamic compromise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Factors contributing to the risk of oesophageal perforation (18, 28, 29).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk factor for TOE perforation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short stature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic steroid usage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer operative time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer bypass time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive cardiac failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low cardiac output states pre- and post-cardiopulmonary bypass, hypothermia and hypothermic bypass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
kept as gentle as possible. This should be considered by TOE users when obtaining additional right heart views (33) as further probe manipulation may further increase risk. This may be particularly important in the presence of a hiatus hernia, as mentioned earlier and illustrated in case 1, as these additional views are obtained from transgastric and deep transgastric positions. It is potentially less damaging to the oesophageal and gastric mucosa if angle rotation is only performed after correct positioning of the transducer, in relation to the cardiac structure about to be examined.

Detection of oesophageal perforation

In patients with known risk factors, a high index of suspicion must be maintained post procedure in both the operative and non-operative setting. Importantly, the absence of risk factors does not preclude the risk of oesophageal perforation; as shown in one systematic review on TOE-induced oesophageal perforation, 60% of patients had no risk factors present (27). Any patient presenting immediately after a TOE examination with tachypnea, a pneumothorax, a pleural effusion, subcutaneous emphysema or excessive orogastric haemorrhage should have the diagnosis of oesophageal perforation as part of their differential (5). Further as highlighted by Case 1 the unexpected inability to obtain clear TOE images should also prompt the clinician to the potential of an oesophageal perforation.

It is more likely that there will be a delay in detection in patients undergoing an operative TOE examination, as the above-described findings may either be masked or attributed to another reason in the post-operative period. Multiple modalities can be used to confirm the diagnosis of perforation and may include a chest radiograph, CT, gastrografin swallow and/or fluoroscopic examination.

Treatment of a TOE-induced oesophageal perforation

A number of studies recommend that a primary surgical repair and drainage be undertaken for TOE-induced oesophageal perforation, and this recommendation remains even if the diagnosis is made beyond 24 h (27). It is believed that TOE-induced perforations are more amenable to primary repair due to the fact that these oesophageal perforations are small, less contaminated and have relatively preserved surrounding tissue (34, 35, 36, 37).

Gastro-oesophageal haemorrhage

The majority of cases of gastrointestinal bleeding following the use of TOE are minor and self-limiting. These cases typically result from direct orogastric mucosal damage or damage to associated friable tissue (5). Very rarely, bleeding is serious, resulting in major blood loss and haemodynamic compromise. Serious bleeding attributable to TOE is estimated to occur in 0.03% of cases (16). The presence of oesophageal varices increases the risk of major haemorrhage and for this reason it is suggested that varices are a relative contra-indication to TOE examination. This is despite there being no reports of procedure-related complications in patients with known varices (5) and provided that adequate surveillance and prior gastroscopy is undertaken before the TOE examination (38).

Bleeding may be further exacerbated by the anticoagulants employed to facilitate CPB. This is supported by a number of case reports describing an exacerbation of mucosal bleeding following heparinization for CPB (16, 39). Despite the theoretical increased bleeding risk associated with anticoagulation, studies have failed to demonstrate an increased risk for gastrointestinal bleeding post TOE examination in the setting of anticoagulation (5). In addition to the limited literature supporting the increased risk of TOE and anticoagulants, cardiac surgery itself is associated with an increased risk of gastrointestinal bleeding making it difficult to separate the exact contribution made by TOE to post-procedural bleeding. This is supported by studies comparing patients followed prospectively after undergoing cardiac surgery with TOE against controls retrospectively having undergone cardiac surgery without TOE (40, 41). Both studies failed to show that TOE increased the risk of bleeding or was an independent predictor of major gastrointestinal morbidity.

Swallowing dysfunction and TOE

Swallowing difficulty post cardiac surgery has been noted in previous studies (19, 29, 30, 42). The consequences of swallowing difficulty may significantly impact on a patient’s recovery from cardiac surgery, increasing the need for additional procedures, hospital length of stay and respiratory complication post cardiac surgery (42). Hogue et al., in a series of 869 patients, demonstrated that intraoperative TOE utilisation was an independent predictor of swallowing difficulty post cardiac surgery.
Similarly Rousou et al. demonstrated in their series of 868 consecutive cardiac surgeries that the use of TOE was independently associated with an increased risk of dysphagia and swallowing difficulties (43). This series demonstrated that the use of TOE was a stronger predictor of dysphagia than duration of intubation. The combination of reduced pharyngeal patency, hypothermia, poor perfusion on CPB, tissue compression between the ETT and the TOE probe, trauma on insertion and the presence of the rigid TOE probe left in the oesophagus during surgery were suggested as potential aetiologies for injury (44, 45).

It should be noted that in both of the above studies, the use of TOE was more prevalent in patients that were assessed as being sicker and having a lower left ventricular ejection fraction and were thus more likely to also exhibit two other independent predictors of dysphagia, namely an increase in age and a longer period of tracheal intubation. Indeed dysphagia following cardiac surgery may be due to a number of other factors. After cardiac surgery neurological dysfunction in particular is almost three times more likely to result in dysphagia than the use of TOE (43). In addition to this, not all studies have shown a correlation between the use of TOE and the development of dysphagia with a number of negative studies having been published in this regard (40, 46).

### Safety of TOE

As mentioned above, the complication rate and safety associated with the use of TOE is comparable to that of routine gastroscopy (20, 21). Complication rates appear to be similar whether TOE is performed in the operative or non-operative setting, although as highlighted previously, the anatomical areas of injury appear to differ in the two settings (16, 40, 42, 47).

The risk of minor injury varies between 0.1 and 13% depending on the complication under investigation (15, 16), with the majority of studies investigating minor complications being limited by their low numbers. Reporting bias is inevitable in procedure-related complications, with surviving patients being more frequently reported in the literature. This may lead to under-estimation of the true incidence or over-estimation of rare complications.

In order to increase the safety of perioperative TOE, the British Society of Echocardiography (BSE) together with the Association of Cardiothoracic Anaesthetists have endorsed a safety checklist intended specifically for use with TOE, particularly when TOE is performed outside of the surgical theatre where there is almost universal use of the World Health Organisation (WHO) Surgical Safety Checklist (47).

The BSE-endorsed TOE safety checklist is divided into five sections and the resemblance to the WHO checklist can be clearly seen:

1. **Sign-in and patient checks**: The completion of this subsection occurs with an awake patient and its content includes but is not limited to the patient’s details, their consent, presence of risk factors, presence of potential contra-indications and functioning monitoring.
2. **Time out – immediately pre-procedure**: Team members confirm their name and role, patients name and the procedure to be performed as well as any anticipated problems with sedation or equipment issues.
3. **Sign-out – post procedure**: Confirmation of the procedure performed as well as collection of the necessary images. The specific sedative drugs that have been used are noted as well as their dose and the name of the person administering the medication.
4. **Team member signatures**: The names and signatures of all involved are then recorded at the end.
5. **General anaesthesia appendix**: A brief record of airway, aspiration and other anaesthesia concerns may be recorded in the appendix together with monitoring employed, ASA grade and resuscitation equipment.

This checklist can be adapted and modified to suit the needs of any unit and serves as a template to ensure that important information is documented and concerns are noted by all involved in the procedure. Application of a checklist for TOE examinations may decrease associated complications.

Certain basic steps can be taken to decrease the risk of complications associated with TOE examination thereby increasing the safety of TOE:

- Reviewing of patient’s existing medical records will identify any existing pathology, which may increase risk of pharyngeal or oesophageal damage. This should be done both in the theatre and outpatient settings. Again, the absence of risk factors does not eliminate the risk of TOE-associated injury.
- Continuous monitoring of oxygen saturation, ECG and blood pressure should take place throughout TOE procedures. This is standard in theatre and should be applied to any sedated patient undergoing TOE examination in any environment outside of theatre.
Adhering to local fasting guidelines before TOE procedures will decrease the risk of aspiration.

Oral local anaesthetic spray, particularly in the outpatient setting, together with adequate lubrication of the transducer will facilitate placement and comfort of the patient.

Transducer must at all times be introduced in the unlocked position and carefully guided during placement in oesophagus. The use of a laryngoscope may aid TOE probe placement in the oesophagus.

Avoid forceful insertion and manipulation against resistance.

Use direct visualization of the oesophagus with a laryngoscope or video-laryngoscope when meeting resistance during probe placement. This is more easily achieved in anaesthetized patients but with adequate topicalization and sedation, this may be safely achieved in the outpatient setting.

In a patient with a tracheostomy, deflate tracheostomy cuff during transducer placement.

Endotracheal tube (ETT) or double lumen tube (DLT) cuff pressures should be carefully and frequently monitored when a TOE probe is in the oesophagus. Limiting excessive cuff pressure will ensure oesophageal mucosal perfusion is preserved, potentially decreasing a mucosal–probe interface pressure point. The ETT or DLT cuff may also be deflated on insertion of the probe provided there is no risk of aspiration or lung contamination respectively. During periods of low tissue perfusion, as seen with CPB, excessive ETT/DLT cuff pressure may decrease oesophageal mucosal perfusion increasing the potential risk of oesophageal perforation. In one study investigating changes in cuff pressure on CPB in congenital heart surgery, it was shown that cuff pressures decreased on hypothermic CPB (48). Similar results have been noted in adult patients (49, 50) and although this may be protective against poor oesophageal mucosal perfusion, the risk of silent aspiration or lung contamination exists. These findings may suggest a measure of safety with insufflated cuffs on CPB and a decision must be made on a case-by-case basis as to whether or not the cuff should be deflated. In light of the above studies, we do not suggest deflating the cuff.

Remove nasogastric tube when placing transducer.

During CPB – freeze image or turn off echo machine to prevent thermal damage, keep probe in neutral position and unlocked.

When not in use, withdraw transducer into the midesophagus.

Use of TOE where the benefits may outweigh potential risks perioperatively

The use of TOE in cardiac surgery is almost universal. It has become an integral monitoring and diagnostic tool for both the surgeon and the anaesthetist. Transoesophageal echo is able to guide the surgeon, influence the anaesthetist’s decision making, as well as assess the effectiveness of the cardiovascular surgical correction against the patient’s preoperative pathology. This allows the surgeon to revise repairs, change approach and potentially improve patient outcome. Routine TOE is considered to be a cost-effective and clinically beneficial tool in cardiac surgery (1, 4, 51, 52).

In the presence of a potential contra-indication transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) may provide vital information and due to its non-invasive nature, it would be suggested as the first approach. Alternatively, intraoperative epicardial echocardiography may also be used. There are however times when TTE will not provide adequate information or may not be feasible. In a patient with potential TOE contra-indications, but where the benefits outweigh the risks, we suggest that the patient is fully informed about the risk, and the appropriate consent is recorded as with all TOE procedures.

TOE assessment of valvular and ventricular function pre and post valvular repair or replacement surgery can alter surgical decision making. Similarly, assessment of global cardiac function and regional wall motion abnormalities during coronary artery bypass surgery can demonstrate the effectiveness of the graft, as TOE is twice as sensitive as ECG in detecting left ventricular ischaemia (53). Impact studies have shown a benefit in the use of TOE in life-threatening unexplained hypoxemia and hypotension as well as assisting in determining the cause of unexplained cardiac arrest (54, 55).

In non-cardiac surgery, TOE usage has also become more common. Vascular and neuroanaesthetists, trauma and intensive care physicians are either beginning to or have incorporated TOE in their practice. During vascular surgery, TOE can be used to aid selection of the landing site for endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) grafts. TOE has been shown in one series to influence the landing site in up to 33% of patients (56). Real-time tracking of guidewires eliminates placement in false lumens, minimizing morbidity and increasing the safety profile of vascular surgery.

As skill with TOE continues to improve in a number of areas of clinical practice, its perioperative use will increase. Increasingly, as more anaesthetists incorporate TOE in their practice, more patients with potential...
contra-indications to its use will present for procedures. Careful assessment is necessary and full discussion with the patient is mandatory, but many of these contra-indications should really be viewed as relative in light of potential management changing information that can be obtained with this equipment.

Use of TOE in paediatric populations

It is perhaps less likely that paediatric patients have contra-indications to TOE, but their presence should be considered at all times. A similar risk–benefit strategy should be employed and discussed with the parents, and where appropriate, the patient pre-operatively. With the development of technology and the miniaturization of ultrasound probes, TOE use has also become more routine practice in paediatric cardiothoracic surgery, particularly as more complex congenital cardiac corrections are attempted.

TOE provides valuable real-time information to both the surgical and anaesthesia teams during these procedures, where assessment of the surgical correction is seen as mandatory (5). Catheter laboratory analysis of congenital abnormalities can be compared directly to corrective surgical procedures via TOE assessment in theatre. Gradients can be measured when shunts are placed and real-time haemodynamic effects can be seen.

Most interventional procedures in the paediatric population are performed under general anaesthesia. As illustrated above, this may result in a specific injury pattern in terms of insertion and risk of oesophageal perforation (24) and the same considerations should be remembered after any TOE examination in a child.

Despite the decrease in size and diameter of paediatric TOE probes, due to anatomical development or rather lack thereof, paediatric patients are more susceptible to the compressive effects of a hard ultrasound probe on mediastinal and vascular structures, as well as upper airways during probe insertion (57, 58, 59). Cardiovascular collapse, complete airway occlusion, endotracheal tube dislodgement or disturbance of its position, may all occur. The anaesthetist needs to be aware of these potential complications related to TOE use. Anecdotally and understandably, it appears that mediastinal compression tends to occur more commonly in smaller patients, and those with abnormal vascular anatomy (5).

In order to limit complications associated with TOE usage in children, it is recommended that specific paediatric probes be used in children weighing less than 20 kg. When care is taken, the complication rate for TOE utilization in children is not significantly different in terms of oesophageal perforation or haemorrhage (60, 61).

Conclusion

The utility of TOE continues to expand as more disciplines include it in their practice. Real-time information provides anaesthetists and surgeons with valuable information intraoperatively. In the outpatient environment, TOE continues to aid clinicians diagnostically and therapeutically. Awareness of the potential complications and the risks associated with the use of TOE is important in terms of providing a safe procedure for patients. Taking steps to limit the complications and recognizing them early if they do occur may help improve patient outcomes. Recognizing potential contra-indications and approaching them with a risk–benefit type strategy with appropriate caution can similarly result in successful outcomes.
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